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Bringing the summer heat at chili fest
-Austin Cords
This year we helped sponsor the 15th annual Arlington Chili Cook
Off. Having a booth at the event was an exciting experience, filled
with the passing out dragon stickers to gleeful youth, price quotes,
and a bit of antique car exploration. The most common question I
was asked at the event was: “Are you local?” and I was proud to
state that we are and have been for over thirty years. This question
is a high value question. Being local really means being accessible,
personal, and fast. One of the people at the event later came to our
store, he was amazed that he could come in, see his project, and call
our company and immediately get answers on pricing or changes.
The personal touch is invaluable. Overall it was a joy to be able to
converse with local Riverside people at the event and know that in a
small way I helped make their day special. The event was great with
over 300 of our printed pieces reaching your hands.
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-Austin Cords
Every summer a new group of people complete their formal
educational journey, and for my brother Josh, he graduated last
week with a Bachelor of Computer Science. I was proud to see him
walk and know the work he committed to for so many years is
finally complete. Somehow he strove and accomplished excellence
in all areas of his life; he sought out job opportunities and
internships that tested his skills during school while simutaneously
maintaining responsibilities at his church, and even taking on IT
projects that he didn’t need to. I couldn’t be prouder of him.
Congratulations to any of you that get to share in that same joy of
a completed educational chapter in life.

ServPro Vehicle Wrap

Davis Taylor Trading BC

Printing Connection, INC. Bags

City of Riverside Ballcap

Upcoming140th Anniversary Music Event
When I first heard about this event, I was amazed that
anything in Riverside was 140 years old. In fact, the
Riverside Concert Band has been around longer than
Riverside has been incorporated, with their first show
celebrating the Centennial of America in 1876. The band
is comprised of community members who play
woodwind, brass or percussion instruments, and performs
in the "traditional" concert band style. In recent years,
the band has diversified and now presents a swing
ensemble, which accommodates a variety of additional
venues.
Go enjoy this free event on June 24th from 4:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. at Villegas Park (3091 Esperanza St Riverside,
CA 92504).

DON’T FORGET FATHER’S DAY ON JUNE 18TH
We Are closed July 4th for independence day

June Specials
Linen Letterhead
25% off
Use code: NLL710260

Linen Envelopes
25% off
Use code: NLE710260

